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ON 20 DECEMBER  1463  Richard  Duke  of Gloucester received an important
endowment in the form of the  confiscated  estates of Henry Beaufort, Duke of
Somerset.‘ This was not the first occasion  that  Richard had benefited from the
lands of  exiled  Lancastrians. By September  1462  he had received the forfeited
pro erty of Robert Hungerford, Lord Moleyns and the de  Vere  Earl of
Ox ord. Yet it was the first grant  that  was to remain effective. Edward
certainly had the opportunity to strengthen his own  family’s  position  through
the reservoir of patronage offered by the  lands  of his political opponents. His
readiness to pardon  those  Lancastrians willing to renounce their allegiance to
Henry VI, however, was to undermine the permanence of  such  donations.
Richard  himself  was to discover  this  when the Earl of  Oxford  was restored to
his inheritance in  1464.  It was to be one of the reasons why the portion
provided for the Duke in his early years, in contrast to his older brother
Clarence, was  both  less generous and  less  secure.2

The grant to Richard of the  Beaufort  estates was significant. Of course,
as Gloucester was not yet of age Edward  himself  would  receive the revenues,
and could alter or  change  the arrangements as he wished. However on  this
occasion the  gift  was a lasting one.  It came about after the dramatic failure of
the  King’s  rapprochement  with  his old adversary Henry Duke of Somerset.
Despite the return of his title, lands and  honours, Somerset was to show
himself false.  Betraying royal  trust, he had gone  back  on his  oath  and
deserted  to the Lancastrian  party in  Scotland.  Edward’s willingness to restore
former  o  ponents to favour and influence was to prove singularly
unsuccess ul. Of seven individuals who had their attainders reversed in the
parliaments of the  1460s  only one remained loyal.J The  King’s  attempt to win
the  allegiance  of the Beaufort  family, leading followers of the  exiled  Henry
VI, was probably the  most  conspicuous of  these  failures, in the words of
Professor  Ross ‘one  of those political blunders  which  mars  Edward’s  record as
a  statesman’.‘ It was  a  failure  that  was to affect Richard’s landed position, but
also  the wider policy of  conciliation  towards the Lancastrians, and as such is
worthy of particular consideration.
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In  dynastic  terms the Beauforts’ closeness to the Lancastrian  royal  house
made  them  natural  supporters of Henry VI. After the death of Edmund,
Duke  of  Somerset, at St.  Albans  in 1455 his eldest son and heir Henry,
himself wounded in the  battle, soon became a central figure of the court
party.’ The  attempted  compromise between the two sides in March  1458  was
to prove a hollow settlement. The practical results of the  ‘loveday’, by which
in  effect  Richard Duke of York transferred 5,000 marks of bad tallies to the
widowed Duchess of Somerset and her son, did  little  to prevent conflict.6
Appointed to the  captaincy of  Calais  in  1459  Somerset tried unsuccessfully to
oust Warwick from the  post, but  lack  of reinforcements from England (twice
dispersed by Warwick’s own raids on Sandwich) proved  a  critical handicap.
He returned to England in September 1460 to find the Lancastrian party
scattered after the  battle  of Northampton and York supreme in London.

Somerset  was to play an important part in the military events of the next
few months. His rapid December march  with  Courtenay and 800 followers
through Bath, Cirencester and Evesham to  join  the forces of Queen Margaret
at Hull  took  place in considerable secrecy and was  a  complete  surprise to the
Yorkists who were  expecting an  attack  on Bristol.7 In  fact  Somerset’s
movements may have- been unknown to York and  Salisbury when they
marched from London a few days later to  deal  with  the northern rebels. The
Duke was one of the chief commanders at the Lancastrian victories of
Wakefield and St. Albans; after the  latter  fearful London  citizens  déubed the
Beaufort badge of the portcullis on their doors in an  effort  to  avoid  the
glundering of their property.“ Contemporaries were aware not  only of

omerset’s  skill in  matters  of war but also the depth of his hatred for the
Yorkists. His arrival in  London  in January 1458  with  a large armed retinue
was interpreted in some quarters as an  attempt  to surprise and kill Richard
Duke of York.9 A  news-sheet  circulating soon after Wakefield attributed
Richard’s  defeat  and death to the treachery of Somerset, who had broken the
conditions of  a  local truce.”

In view of this record, how did the possibility of reconciliation  between
Edward IV and one of his most committed opponents  come  about? After the
decisive defeat at Towton, Somerset had fled north to Scotland  with  the
remnants of Queen Margaret’s party. Despatched on an unsuccessful
embassy to France, he was for  a  time imprisoned by Louis XI.  A  year or more
of exile in Bruges was to follow, the Duke  being unable to return to  Scotland
for fear of English naval  patrols.” It is likely that  this  frustrating period, spent
isolated from other Lancastrians, disillusioned  Somerset. He  took  no part in
the negotiations at  Chinon  in the summer of  1462; sailing at  last  to  Scotland,
he was by September of the same year reported to be  willing to transfer his
allegiance to Edward IV.l2 On the return of Margaret to the  north  with a  small
French force under Pierre de Brézé, he and Sir Ralph Percy were given
command of Dunstanborough and Bamborough castles. Neither was to show
much  inclination for a  fight, surrendering the fortresses at the end of
December and  submitting to Edward’s allegiance shortly afterwards.

Several important questions are raised by this episode.  What  were the
conditions on  which  Somerset and Percy surrendered to Edward in December
1462?  In the  fullest account, by a  Yorkist annalist, bpth were promised a full
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restoration of title and  lands, and it was the failure of other Lancastrian lords
to secure the same terms  that  led to  their  departure, with  safe-conducts, for
Scotland." Other evidence, however, suggests Edward’s generosity was not
so immediate. In a letter written from Durham  soon  after the surrender of the
castles Edward  stated that  Somerset had surrendered for his life  only." An
eventual  restoration may well  have  been promised but it was conditional  upon
winning the  King’s  trust. As  such, rehabilitation proceeded in stages.
Somerset performed  with distinction  at the  siege  of the third castle,
Alnwick." A  general pardon, including attainder and forfeiture, was  given  on
10 March  1463,“ and the reversal was authorised by the parliament  that
commenced at Westminster on 29 April.

If not as  o  en-handed as some writers have believed, Edward did  make  a
remarkable  e  ort to win  Somerset’s full loyalty.  Gregory’s chronicle
describes how  a  tournament was  held  in his honour and this account can be
substantiated by document sources.'7 The  King took considerable  interest  in
his welfare, giving him money for his ersonal expenses, hunting with  him
and  showing him an  intimate  degree  0  royal favour.”

Prejudiced by hindsight, it is  easy to dismiss Edward’s efforts as foolish
generosity.  A  number  of chroniclers, influenced by Somerset’s subsequent
defection, saw the  Duke  as false and treacherous." Yet Somerset had
submitted to the King of his own free  will  and it  would  be unwise to assume
that  he intended to  defect  almost  from the very beginning.  For Edward,
receiving the rebel  Duke’s  allegiance had  much  to commend it. In the
short-term it speeded up the Lancastrian collapse in the north and  badly
damaged their morale.20 In  a  wider  sense  it was  consistent with  Edward’s
general policy of pardoning former Lancastrians to broaden his support
among the nobility. Lords Rivers and  Scales  had been restored to lands and
influence after  having fought  for Queen Margaret at Towton. Somerset’s
submission, as the principal member of the  exiled  Lancastrian faction,
represented a considerable coup for the Yorkists and it is worth emphasising
this.  On the  continent  the Duke was the  best  known  of all the Lancastrian
nobles and regarded as the  most  prominent supporter of Henry’s party. His
allegiance to Edward gave the Yorkist regime a new validity abroad. In the
important negotiations  with  France and Burgundy at  Hesdin, which  ended in
October  1463 with  a  general recognition of Edward’s rights as  King and  a
refusal to assist the Lancastrians, the French delegation had  a  special  clause  in
their  instructions concerning the position of the  Duke  of Somerset.zl

If the  acceptance  of Somerset’s allegiance carried  such  advantages it was
also risky. Could Edward  have  been more careful? Contemporaries were
clearly taken  aback by the degree of favour accorded to a previous enemy. At
the  time  of receiving the submissions of Percy and Somerset the  King had in
custody both Percy’s  nephew, the  young Earl of Northumberland, and
Somerset’s  younger brother, Edmund. Northumberland was kept in  captivity
but it appears  that  Edmund Beaufort was released from the tower before the
end of 1463.22 This  additional generosity towards the Beaufort family was to
prove a serious  miscalculation.

The final  evaluation  of Edward’s conciliation  must  rest upon the  reasons
for Somerset’s defection. London chronicles indicate  that  the  Duke’s flight
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was  provoked  by fear of  those  who surrounded the  King and  a  particular
incident  at Northampton where Somerset was  nearly murdered by the angry
townsmen.” News  that  a  fresh army was  being raised by the partisans of
Henry VI in Scotland encouraged his desertion.“ Was the  King himself to
blame  for Somerset’s  decision  to renounce his new allegiance? The chronicler
Warkworth gave  a  specific  justification.  Edward had promised the Duke
1,000 marks  a  year at the  time  he surrendered but  this  amount  was never
actually paid.’-5

The sum referred to by Warkworth may have  been Somerset’s  full
heriditary pension, the 1,000 marks  a  year  held  by his father Edmund, less the
portion retained by his  widowed  Duchess. In fact the  King was to restore the
whole amount. On 30 March  1463, only three weeks after her son had been
given  a general pardon, the Duchess received an annual grant of
£222  45. 6d.“ Somerset’s own  annuity of  £444  had been authorised by 22
June.27 In the interim he had received  a  number of  cash  payments from
Edward, totalling in all  slightly over  £226.“ The issue of the annuity was
delayed at the exchequer, only £40  having been delivered by the time of
Somerset’s  defection  in November 1463. However  this  in itself was hardly
likely to  incite  rebellion.

The reversal of Somerset’s attainder in the parliament of  1463  provided  a
full  restoration of honours, dignities and estates,  with  one clause of
exception.29 This  concerned the position of Geoffrey Gate, a  trusted
councillor  of the Earl of Warwick, who had replaced Somerset as lieutenant
and governor of the  Isle  of  Wight  when the Yorkists came to  powe; in 1461.30
The proviso in the act of restoration safeguarded  Gate’s  appointment. Gate
was  a  loyal  servant and Edward was understandably cautious over the
reinstatement of Somerset to an important military command.  Although  the
clause was  significant, it  would  be surprising to  find  the Duke antagonised by
this  sole  exem  tion.

Overall, t  e  King had shown  a  remarkable degree of favour towards his
former opponent.  Somerset’s  flight  from North  Wales  into  Scotland in
November  1463, leaving rebellion in his wake, came as  a  considerable shock
to Edwar ." The new act of  attainder, passed  against  the  late Duke  in the
parliament  of 1465, echoed the  King’s  sense of outrage against a man  ‘ayenst
nature  of  gentilness  and all  humanities  remaynyng in his old  infaciate  and
cruell malice’."2 Somerset’s  goods  and property were summarily parcelled out
between the  King’s  younger brothers, Clarence and Gloucester.” John
Neville, Lord Montague, who was responsible for the defeat of the renegade
Duke at  Hedgeley Moor and his ca ture and  execution  after the  rout  at
Hexham  (15 May 1464), was rewarde generously by Edward. According to  a
well-informed  Yorkist annalist he was  created  Earl of Northumberland by a
grateful King specifically pro  honore capitonis dicti ducis  Somersetiae.”

These marks of royal favour and the  vindictive  imprisonment of the
elderly Duchess of Somerset” failed to  disguise  the  fact that  Edward’s
leniency had rebounded badly against  him.  The  King’s  decision to pardon and
release Somerset's brother, Edmund, was to be a source of particular
embarrassment. Edmund had rejoined the Lancastrian party in  Scotland  in
1464  and had made his way with  his younger brother John to Margaret’s court
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The  Beaufort  Family in the Yorkist Period

John Duke  of  = Margaret  Beauchamp Edmund  Duke  of  = Eleanor
Somerset  (d.l444) of  Bletsoe Somerset  (d.l455) Beauchamp

Mgrgarcl =  (i  John  de la  Polc
(Ii  Edmund  Earl  of

Richmond  (d.l456)
(iii) Henry Stafford

(d.l471
(iv) Thomas Lord Stanley

(d.1503)

Henry Duke Edmund John  Margaret Eleanor  Joan Anne Elizabeth
of  Somerset  Duke  of (d.l471) =  Humphrey =  James = = =

(d.l464) Somerset Earl  of  Earl  of Sir  Richard  Sir  William  Sir  Henry
(d.l471) Stafford  Willshire  Fry Paslon Lewis

in exile at St-Mihiel-en-Bar by the end of the year.’6 He was to  fight  for
Charles, Count  of Charolais, at the  battle  of Montlhéry, later becoming a
regular pensioner of his when Duke of Burgundy.“ The connection  between
the Burgundians and the  exiled  Lancastrians was broken only by the marriage
of Edward’s sister Margaret to Charles in  1468  and even this was not to prove
a permanent rupture.”

The survival of the male  line  of the Beaufort family took  on  a  new
significance  when  Edward was driven into  exile  and the Readeption
government was formed in  1470.  It was  fortunate  for Edward  though  hardly
sur rising that a  deep distrust  existed  between Edmund Duke of  Somerset
an Warwick. Somerset had taken no part in the agreement between
Warwick and Clarence and Queen Margaret at Angers. The compromise
offered little to the Beauforts beyond a restoration to  title  and lands. The
terms of the agreement undermined the family’s  position  dynastically and
politically: Clarence becoming residual heir to Henry VI and his son and
Warwick  being appointed  King’s  lieutenant.” In the circumstances Somerset
was to show a noticeable lack of enthusiasm for the Readeption government.
According to Commynes his embassy to Burgundy in February 1471  only
found favour because Charles the  Bold  recognized his hatred for the former
Yorkists.” Arriving in England at the end of February Somerset may have
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attem  ted to strengthen the group of nobles ready to  welcome  Margaret on
her 1sembarkation." He made no effort to co-operate  with  Warwick,
however, once Edward himself had landed. His failure to  obey the command
to  hold  London as Edward’s army approached was rightly regarded by
contemporaries as a decisive moment in the campaign."2

After Warwick’s defeat at Barnet the Lancastrian position was  still  not
without hope.  Edward’s  rapid march from London led to  a  confrontation
between  the two armies at Tewkesbury. It has usually been assumed  that
battle was forced on the Lancastrians, who were trying to cross the Severn to
unite  their forces with those of the Earl of Pembroke. Polydore Vergil, who in
this  instance  seems  to have had access to  a  source not available to other
chroniclers, provided  a  rather different  explanation: '

the  duke  of  Somersett, having éntclligence  that  king Edward, who folowyd  them
foote  by foote, was not far of, drew his men forthe  into bataille  array, muche
against  the  advice  of the  other captaines, who  thought  best  to  tarry till  the erle of
Pembroughe  should coome."

Polydore’s comment would fit  with  Somerset’s vigorous but rash  attempt  to
take  the  initiative  in the  battle  by the assault on the Yorkist position  that  was
to have such disastrous consequences.“ It is  also  worth  noting that  Polydore
Vergil  was the  only source able to  give  the whereabouts of the  Earl  of
Pembroke at  this  stage.“ If Polydore’s account is correct it remains perhaps a
crowning irony that  Edward’s  leniency towards the Beauforts  ultimately
worked in his favour. John Beaufort was  killed  in the  battle.  Edmund, hauled
out of sanctuary at Tewkesbury Abbey, was tried in the market-place by
Richard Duke of Gloucester, as Constable of England, and promptly
beheaded. Edward had learnt from his mistakes and, as if to emphasise the
point, the illustrated version of The  Arrivall  sent to  Charles  of Burgundy
displayed  an illuminated representation of Edmund Duke of Somerset’s
gxecution.

The final  defeat  of the Lancastrians  left  Edward free to concentrate his
patronage more exclusively upon his own family and  affinity.  Richard was to
repossess the entire Beaufort  estate, including lands formerly held  of
Eleanor, Duchess of  Somerset, and the forfeited property of her son
Edmund.“ His ownershifp was protected against parliamentary resumption
and lasted for the rest  0  his  brother’s  reign. Edward’s  conciliation  towards
the Beaufort  family had proved to be  a  costly mistake. In retrospect the King
was wrong to  have  trusted them. Whether this policy was foolish rather  than
misguided  must  remain  a  far more  complex  question.
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Corrections

WE WISH to a ologise for an  unfortunate error  on page 210  line  2 of Mr.
Hepburn’s  artic 6  ‘Some  Posthumous  Representations  of  Richard  III’ in The
Ricardian  no. 82, September 1983.  The date of  Shakespeare’s play should
have  read  ‘c. 1593’, not ‘c.  1583’ as  printed. Also  on  page  214 line 7, ‘begins’
should have  read  ‘begin’.

In the grticle ‘Richard in Holland, 1470-1’ by Livia  Visser-Fuchs in The
Ricardian  no. 82, September  1983, page 224 line 28,  ‘Anticles’ should  have
read  ‘Alcides’.
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